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Abstract—With ever growing data traffic the traditional mobile
network architecture is struggling to cope. Network densification
using heterogeneous networks supported by Cloud-RAN is one
of the core concepts in terms of physical resources. The system
achieves increased capacity by reducing the number of devices
(commonly refered to as user equipment - UE) connected to any
individual cell. Cloud-RAN decouples the baseband processing
from the radio units, allowing the processing power to be pooled
at a central location thus reducing the required redundancy. The
decoupling also supports innovation in many other RAN technologies by simplifying intercell coordination. While Cloud-RAN
differs significantly from traditional base station architectures,
interactions with the core network do not reflect these differences.
We argue that there is a strong need for an intermediate stage
that will reconcile the core network and Cloud-RAN. In this
paper we propose a virtual network architecture for Cloud-RAN
base stations that will allow us to present the core network with
an abstracted view of the physical network. By logically grouping
macro cells with collocated small cells we can provide the core
network with a simplified overview, reducing signalling overhead.
Meanwhile, low latency decisions, such as cell load balancing
and interference management, can be made entirely within the
Cloud-RAN base station. We present practical applications of
the proposed scheme and assess its interoperability with other
improvements to the wider infrastructure proposed in related
works. The principles presented in this paper lend themselves to
evolving key concepts and themes for future 5G networks and
beyond.

I. I NTRODUCTION
As traffic in mobile networks continues to grow, traditional base station (BS) architectures and coverage schemes
are becoming increasingly overwhelmed. The densification
of coverage cells eases congestion in the radio access network (RAN) by increasing the number of base stations for
user equipment (UE) to connect to [1]. Denser deployments
bring new challenges in interference management and intercell
coordination that need new approaches to manage. CloudRAN (CRAN) and heterogeneous network design has come
to the fore as the key architecture concept to provide this
for future 5G networks and beyond [2]. In the wider system,
changes to the core network (Evolved Packet core or EPC)
look to improve the services provided by traditional BSs.
Together these technologies present a cost effective approach
to increasing the coverage density of the radio access network
(RAN). Given the significant changes proposed in each area
it is important to ensure that these new technologies are also
considered as a whole.

Recent work regarding C-RAN has focussed on its role as
a supporting technology for improvements in the RAN with
mobility management and intercell coordination pushed out to
the edges:
1) Matsuo et al. propose the connection of remote radio
heads (RRHs) to multiple BSs at the edge of C-RAN
coverage areas to allow all multi-cell operation to be
handled within a single C-RAN BS [3].
2) Sundaresan et al. make the case for dynamic pairing of
RRHs with virtual BSs to improve resource use in the
C-RAN BS [4].
3) Costa-Perez et al. focuses on the virtulisation of the
RAN to allow multiple operators to share the same
infrastructure [5].
Much of the work discussing the modernisation of the EPC
looks to SDN to provide improvements:
1) Gudipati et al. introduce an SDN controller at the
network edge to allow traditional BSs to be grouped
together emulating a C-RAN BS with RRHs [6].
2) Naudts et al. present an economic analysis of SDN
architecture for the EPC [7].
3) Jin et al. present an in-depth design for an SDN based
EPC focussed on improving mobility and load balancing
core network functions [8].
While C-RAN offers lower costs and easier deployment of
these new technologies, the network’s overall operation efficiency will continue to be limited if we do not update the
signalling with the EPC to reflect the differences between CRAN and traditional BSs. A formalised interface is required
to ensure interaction between C-RAN BSs and the EPC is
correctly bounded.
Network heterogeneity and associated improvements are
also challenging the traditional view of the cell as the central
concept of mobile network design [9]. Relaying, coordinated
multipoint (CoMP) and distributed antenna systems (DAS)
all rely upon coordination between cells and UE devices not
acting in a client capacity (eg. UE relay). 5G networks thus
need to look toward a future in which the cell is no longer the
core design principle.
In this paper we outline a C-RAN virtualisation architecture. The virtualised interface will present the EPC with an
abstracted view of the physical resources associated with a
C-RAN BS. The abstraction provides a level of isolation to

both systems, allowing improvements to either to be safely
implemented without the risk of negatively impacting the
other. The EPC retains the required overview of the network infrastructure for routing and other core functionality.
Decisions regarding the RAN are made at the network edge
to ensure that changes are made with low latency with no
signalling to the EPC required.
The authors of [10] touch on the idea of user-centric network architecture. Their proposal centres around a centralised
RAN controller similar to that put forward in [6], which groups
traditional BSs to move intelligence to the network edge. They
then build upon this by redefining mobility using a virtual
eNodeB per UE that moves between BSs. While enabling
user-centric network design is important to this work our main
goal is to abstract the physical resources of the C-RAN BS to
enable efficient operation and ensure safe isolation of changes
between systems.
After providing some relevant background concepts we
present the design of our virtualisation framework. We then
proceed with discussion of the practical applications of the
proposed architecture and conclude with an assessment of its
the interoperability with related works.
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Fig. 1. A heterogeneous network with small cells providing additional
capacity within the coverage area of the macro cell.

II. BACKGROUND
We present here a primer on the core concepts of modern
mobile networks upon which our proposal builds. While many
of these are no doubt familiar to the reader it is important to
have them in mind moving forward.
A. Heterogeneous Networks
In heterogeneous networks existing macro cell deployments
are augmented with smaller cells to provide higher coverage
density in high traffic environments [11]. Figure 1 shows a
common layout of such a network.
Alongside the advantages offered by network heterogeneity
there are of course also disadvantages. Increasing the coverage
density and overlapping coverage areas results in an increase
in signalling traffic as handovers occur more regularly and
cells must coordinate with each other to minimise interference.
In a RAN composed of individual BSs this this results in
numerous latency issues; such deployments also represent a
large investment. It is here that C-RAN offers a solution.
B. Cloud-RAN
C-RAN [12] replaces the self contained BSs at each radio
mast with shared processing and distributed radio elements.
The core components represented in Figure 2 are:
• Base Station Pool - A centralised pool of computing resources to provide the signal processing and coordination
functionality required by all cells within the area;
• Optical Fronthaul - Optical fibre links carrying digitised
representations of the baseband data ready for transmission in the RAN;
• Remote Radio Heads - RRHs are light weight radio
units and antennae that user equipment connects to via
the RAN. The design of the units means that they can be
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Fig. 2. Cloud-RAN architecture with centralised baseband processing and
remote radio heads.

located almost anywhere. Where a traditional base station
requires a mast and housing for the baseband processing
unit, RRHs need only the space for the antenna and access
to some form of fronthaul. RRHs can be used in place
of any size of cell from macro down to femto and pico.
As management of all remote radio heads (RRH) in a given
area is handled by a single BS pool, inter cell coordination
is made significantly easier as communication occurs directly
within the pool. C-RAN principles and the use of lightweight
antennas is also seen as a key concept to facilitate massive
MIMO technologies in future 5G networks [2].
C. Evolved Packet Core (EPC)
The EPC is the core network behind LTE. Unlike its predecessors it is entirely packet switched with all data sent using IP.
The EPC also features an entirely flat architecture consisting
of four main elements [13]. The relationship between these
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Fig. 3. The existing EPC architecture. The eNodeB here may represent either
a traditional or C-RAN BS. Grouping of SGW and PDNGW indicates that
they are commonly deployed as a single device.

elements and the interfaces that connect them can be seen in
Figure 3 and are listed below:
•

•
•

•

HSS - The home subscriber server contains all information of relating to users and subscribers, as well as
providing support functions for mobility management.
MME - the mobility management entity handles mobility
related signalling in the control plane;
SGW - The serving gateway is the dataplane entity that
connects the RAN and EPC. In the case of inter BS
handover it serves as the mobility anchor;
PDNGW - The packet data network gateway is also
located in the dataplane. It connects the EPC to external
networks such as the internet and corporate intranets. It is
logically linked to the SGW and is commonly physically
collocated with it.

The EPC is currently facing a significant challenge in terms
of signalling load. Compared to 2G and 3G/HSPA, LTE results
in a significantly higher signalling requirement per subscriber
increasing by 42% to approximately 120 transactions per busy
hour. While a portion of this new signalling is required for new
services and new devices types, over 50% of the signalling is
related to mobility and paging. This increase is in part due
to architectural changes such as heterogeneous networks and
greater node density [14].
D. Network Function Virtualisation (NFV) and Network Programming
While not unique to LTE networks NFV is gaining ground
in the mobile networking realm, particularly in conjunction
with C-RAN [15], [4]. C-RAN baseband processing units offer
the greatest efficiency benefits when their processing power is
reconfigurable. A significant body of work has gone into virtualising radio access technology so that it can be implemented
in software running on generic processing hardware. With
this available we can also consider the virtualisation of edge
functions of the core network without incurring additional
hardware costs.

With virtualised network functions we can also consider the
possibility of their re-programmability. The authors of [16]
present a system in which an software defined RAN (SDRAN) controller and a Python SDK provide a framework
for accessing network resource information and scheduling
transmissions independent of access technology.
Jointly, the ideas presented in this section are enablers for
dominant themes in wireless evolution towards 5G networks.
Themes such as network densification [1] and moving away
from cell-based coverage, resource management and signal
processing, facilitating user or device centric 5G architectures
[2], [9].
III. V IRTUALISATION F RAMEWORK
The concepts discussed above and the sizeable body of work
that has been published in recent years present a considerable
challenge to the EPC. The increases in signalling and more
stringent latency requirements for inter cell cooperation are
placing pressure on a network that was never designed to
support these technologies. To support the continued growth
in mobile data traffic we must either reduce the strain on the
core network or rebuild it to support these new demands.
We present here the argument for the first option. By
presenting the EPC with an abstracted view of the available
infrastructure we can reduce the flow of information to only
the required signalling, reclaiming bandwidth for the transmission of user data. We will focus on the use of C-RAN as the
basis for this abstraction, however we will later discuss how
technologies such as SoftRAN [6] could be built upon to use
existing BSs.
A. Overview
Our goal is to isolate the EPC from the RAN to allow
innovation to continue in both areas without negatively impacting intercommunication between the two. Many works
in the area implicitly require some level of abstraction but
none present a formal solution. RAN improvements are heavily reliant on intercommunication between cells for services
such as CoMP, DAS and interference management. Such
low latency decisions are best made at the BS and require
little or no information from the wider network. In contrast,
improvements to the EPC are largely RAN agnostic focussing
on improving data transport and signalling between BSs and
to and from external networks. As the EPC is designed to
support a traditional cellular architecture a simplified cell
representation is the logical choice of abstraction.
Figure 4a shows how physical resources will be seen by the
EPC if traditional cellular network design logic is followed.
Physical resources are mapped to directly, with all signalling
being passed to the EPC. This presents a significant load if the
UE regularly moves between small cells or requires CoMP to
provide sufficient coverage at the cell edge.
Figures 4b and 4c show two possible abstraction scenarios
that could be presented to the EPC. In (b) the C-RAN BS
presents itself to the network as if it were a traditional
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macro cell, albeit one with a larger coverage area. In such
a case the EPC would see mobility signalling only when UEs
moved between C-RAN BSs. In (c) we present an intermediate
solution, the C-RAN BS presents multiple macro cells to
the EPC with small cells visible only to the BS. Mobility
signalling overhead is reduced as rapid transitions between
the macro cell and small cells are handled at the BS but the
EPC still maintains overall vision of user mobility.
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(c) Macro overview
Fig. 4. Example abstractions of the physical resources

The abstraction of physical resources is a well explored
topic in many other areas of networking. Virtual local area
networks (V-LANs) and network address translation (NAT)
have long been accepted features of the modern internet. In
mobile networks we face additional challenges as decisions on
resource allocation must be based on the physical location of
independently mobile UEs.
Figure 5 shows the proposed architecture of the virtualisation framework. On the EPC side of the C-RAN BS we have a
VLAN controller that is responsible for grouping cells together
as virtual cells and a NAT that will represent the virtual cells
to the EPC as a single macro cell. The controller will route
data traffic and any required signalling on to the EPC over the
existing interfaces.
The core of the new C-RAN BS will perform three main
functions. On the dataplane we require a mobility anchor
analogous to the SGW in the EPC which provides a static
endpoint for communications to and from the UE as it transfers
between cells within the virtual cell. Handovers between cells
within virtual cells or between virtual cells will be handled by
the mobility manager in the BS. As an intermediate stage,
this will likely take the form of a virtualised EPC MME.
The mobility manager would replicate the existing handover
protocols and intercept standard handover signalling from the
UE to the MME in the EPC, relaying modified signals for UEs
moving between virtual cells. Moving forward we expect to
see completely new protocols that focus on user-centric design
and completely redefine mobility, with the VLAN allowing the
EPC to continue to function without requiring knowledge of
these RAN changes.
The final element introduced is an SD-RAN building upon
the one proposed by Riggio et al. in [16]. The SDK described
provides methods for polling all available resources available
at connected cells (termed wireless termination points in the
paper - WTP) and associating these resource blocks with a
light virtual access point (LVAP) specific to a given UE. These
LVAPs provide an ideal data structure scheduling baseband
processing in the pool. By processing per LVAP rather than per
cell we can ensure that only the minimum required resources
are active at any time. Extending the system to allow an LVAP
to have multiple resource blocks from different WTPs assigned
to it would allow scheduling of CoMP and carrier aggregated
transmissions. The SD-RAN controller would also provide
slicing of the network resources to allow for RAN sharing
between operators.
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Fig. 5. Visualisation of new architecture elements required in C-RAN BS

C. Benefits
The core benefits of the abstraction layer in terms of system
load are seen in the area of mobility and intercell coordination.
The latency benefits of moving mobility to the BS in CRAN scenarios have been extensively explored [17], however
as previously discussed signalling load in the core network is
also a major issue. [14] gives us a figure of 31,000 transactions
per second per million subscribers in busy hours. Taking
only those transactions related to mobility and extracting the
messages to the MME, this translates to 290,000 messages per
second. As small cells are placed in areas of high traffic, we
will assume that handovers between small cells or between
small cells and macro cells represent 40%. In the scenario
presented in Figure 4 this would translate directly to a 40%
decrease in signalling to the MME or 116,000 less messages
per second.
In the area of inter cell coordination, the reduction in
signalling load will be proportional to coverage area of CRAN BS as only inter site coordination would require EPC
signalling. If we introduce the idea of RRH multi-homing
presented in [3], whereby RRHs are connected to multiple
C-RAN BSs, we can remove support for intercell cooperation
from the EPC completely.
IV. P RACTICAL A PPLICATIONS
Although the proposals made here represent a relatively
small change to the architecture of the network, formalising the
abstraction of resources has a number of practical implications
in various aspects of the network’s operation.
A. Enabling a User Centric Network Architecture
By representing EPC level mobility management with an
abstract view of the physical resources we pave the way
for the implementation of user centric networks. In such a
network control signalling is provided by the nearest macro
cell while uplink and downlink data flows are sent via the
best available heterogeneous cells [2], [18]. In our proposed
architecture the entire system appears to the EPC as a single

macro cell. The advantages of user centric design are improved
uplink and downlink data rates as they are decoupled and thus
optimization is done separately, and improved system power
usage as unneeded small cells can be deactivated as they are
data only.
B. Differentiation of Traffic Types
With a virtual network in place on the BS, operators can
differentiate between traffic types in their network. Taking the
example of machine to machine (M2M) communication we
have a very different type of traffic with far lower service level
requirements than UE generated traffic. M2M devices are often
stationary or if mobile do not require real-time communication
and can delay transmission until they have a better connection. An operator could create secondary groupings of cells
containing only macro cells as this is sufficient to meet the
traffic demand. For stationary devices the C-RAN macro cell
proposed in Figure 4b would be sufficient. This configuration
would also allow the EPC to identify M2M traffic from IP
alone, as the set of virtual cells the addresses refer to will be
unique to that traffic type.
In network sharing scenarios we can extend this traffic
differentiation to offer separate V-LANs for each operator.
Each operator can separately control their own cell virtualisation, potentially implementing different mobility standards.
The infrastructure owner can also more readily offer different
service tiers depending on what infrastructure the secondary
operators require.
V. R ELATED W ORKS
We present here a selection of works that propose improvements to the RAN that we believe can be used in combination
with the system set out here.
A. SoftRAN and V-Cell
SoftRAN [6] and V-Cell [10] both approach RAN virtualisation from the direction of traditional base stations. They
introduce RAN controllers and control APIs to group existing
cells into C-RAN like big base stations. Both APIs offer

mapping of resources based on time, frequency and end point
as well as monitoring interference between end points and
devices. SoftRAN focusses on balancing the loading of cells
to improve utility and power usage while V-Cell focusses on
smoother mobility between cells. The API used in V-Cell has
been published separately [16] and is the one we propose to
use in this work.
In both proposals communication is assumed to be between
a single UE and BS which is likely to become less and
less common as 5G technologies are introduced. V-Cell in
particular relies on the instantiation of a virtual cell at a
physical base station for mobility. By starting with C-RAN we
can more readily support these new multi cell technologies,
leveraging the innate intercell communication advantages to
ease development. With the API extensions proposed above
the big base station concept could be revisited later to provide
a basis for bringing complete network virtualisation.
B. FluidNet
FluidNet proposed in [4] is a logically reconfigurable fronthaul for C-RAN deployments. By enabling the reconfiguration
of the fronthaul, baseband unit (BBU) resources can be used
more efficiently as physical resources can be mapped to the
minimum number of baseband units necessary. The abstraction
layer presented here will lie between the EPC and the BBUs,
with virtual cells representing groupings of BBUs. Without
FluidNet these groupings would potentially contain sets of
RRHs controlled by multiple separate BBUs. If FluidNet is
adopted, energy can be saved by using a single BBU to control
multiple RRHs when lower throughput is required.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
Current trends in the development of the RAN cannot be
supported by the existing core infrastructure. Despite the deployment of C-RAN, high signalling overhead and increasing
demands for low latency are still affecting the network as
intelligence remains centralised. Other works have shown the
potential gains of moving intelligence to the network edge, but
no clear options were put forward for redefining the interface
with the EPC to account for this movement. We presented
in this paper the arguments for abstracting the EPC’s view
of the physical hardware connected to a C-RAN BS. This
abstraction isolates RAN changes and minimises their impact
on the wider network. We have outlined the requirements of
the virtualisation framework and proposed an architecture for
the system.
The virtualisation framework is currently still in the conceptual stage. Moving forward we would like to evaluate the
system and assess the projected system benefits in simulation
and in a real implementation. We also wish to extend the
concepts presented here in combination with the SDN based
big BSs presented in SoftRAN and V-CELL.
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